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FleetCarma, a Geotab Company, is an award-winning electric vehicle telematics company
that has been providing solutions to manage and accelerate the transition to clean fleets,
since 2007. A robust cloud platform with patented software and specialized hardware for
electric vehicles are at the core of the company’s global product offering. FleetCarma
manages hundreds of active client engagements around the globe which include electric
utilities, municipal and federal governments, military and commercial fleets and
transportation research labs.



Fleets that are electrifying:

Motivators: 
• Executive orders

• Council directives 

• Emissions targets

• Purchase incentives

• Better technology

Challenges:
• Range

• Cost

• Infrastructure



The electric fleet vehicle market is rapidly evolving 



Increasing EV adoption in fleets



Three common barriers to fleet electrification 

Will it have enough 

range to do the job?

Can we afford them? 

What is my payback?
How do we deal with the 

charging infrastructure?

RANGE COST INFRASTRUCTURE



High utilization: range and charge 
capability a major concern

Low utilization: ROI and payback 
period a major concern



Overcoming barriers to fleet electrification

Range

Cost

Infrastructure

BARRIER

1. Replace the right vehicles in 

your fleet with the right 

electric vehicles 

2. Ensure your plug-in hybrids 

get plugged in. Ensure your 

battery electrics get driven.

3. Match your infrastructure to 

your driving patterns and EV 

adoption roadmap.

SOLUTION

Deployed correctly, 

electric vehicles will 

save money and 

emissions.

RESULT



Demonstrate the business case and 

operational suitability for electrifying 85 

light-duty conventional vehicles across 

8 public fleets in disadvantaged air 

quality communities across California

California Clean Fleet Project 



Fleet Benchmark to Evaluate EV Adoption Scenarios

Average Benchmark Vehicle Utilization







Leverage the right tools to transition to an electric fleet

Dashboards Telematics Device Modeling & Analytics Software Custom Reporting



Benchmarking Fleet Performance

- Fleet, fleet segments, by vehicle

- Duty-cycle utilization and fuel economy

- Idling, idle fuel use, and driver behavior

- Engine-on and off hours, daily usage

- Daily histogram of vehicle use

Establish a starting point to measure progress on an annual basis.



- Target best-fit for real world duty cycles

- Predict the lifetime ROI of EV alternatives

- Calculate total fleet operational savings

- Fleet emissions reduction and fuel 

savings

- Determine charging infrastructure needs

Roadmap to Evaluate EV Adoption Risk & Reward



Charging Infrastructure Recomendations

- Matches the charging infrastructure 

requirements to the EV recommendations 

and calculated dwell times.

- Provides initial costing estimates and 

explanations of charging technology 

options.



Calculate the total economic and environmental benefits

Identify economic and environmental benefits at scale.



Thank you!

Scott Lepold, 
Client Solutions

Scott works with fleet and sustainability managers to develop 
and implement various clean transportation initiatives aimed 
at reducing fuel use and costs through data-driven solutions.

Contact information:

slepold@fleetcarma.com or scottlepold@geotab.com

519-342-7385 ext. 407


